Easy. Comfortable. Relaxing.
Falcon 7X Interior Upgrade Programme

Increase availability, enhance passenger comfort, and increase the
value of your aircraft. With our unique interior upgrade solutions for
your Falcon 7X.

Increased availability, increased value and optimized
downtimes for your Dassault Falcon 7X.
All new and exclusive solutions reserved solely for customers of
RUAG Aviation.
Your schedule and your priorities are the most important considerations when factoring
downtimes for maintenance and upgrades. We focus on these issues and they drive how
we serve our customers. That is why our specialists have developed a new and unique set
of Falcon 7X interior upgrade concepts which satisfy these priorities while showcasing
your individual style, adding value to your aircraft, and increasing its availability.
Dassault Falcon 7X customers profit from 4 unique, upgrade concepts for adding value
to your aircraft:
–– new RUAG seat design
–– invisible lighting source for illuminated ceiling liners
–– luxury theatre for the forward cabin
–– seating for 16 passengers
Saving time and costs, your aircraft will be ready when you need it. And, as an Authorised
Dassault Service Centre as well as an EASA Part 145 approved organisation, you are ensured
the best possible quality and guaranteed certification.

Refurbish your aircraft seats while keeping
your operations going.
Continue to travel with a set of stylish seats from
RUAG while your own seats are being refurbished.
Planning for a seats upgrade is now made easy thanks to this
unprecedented concept and exclusive service offered by RUAG to
our Falcon customers. When your aircraft arrives at our facilities for
base maintenance, or even a C-check, the original seats will be
removed for full refurbishment and temporary replacement seats
will be installed at the same time. Your aircraft is quickly back in
service and will continue to fly with the interim loaner shipset –
until your original seats are completely refurbished with the new
RUAG design.
Upgrading your seating becomes more convenient and the exclusive design further enhances the passenger experience. Engineered
with passion, the contemporary design seat provides maximum
comfort and ergonomic support in various seating positions. Using
high quality finishes, this innovative seat concept is outfitted with
carbon-fiber detailing, new upholstery and colours matching your
personalised interior, making this seat the right choice for VVIP
aircraft and business jet owners. These seats will modernize your
aircraft interior, adding value, and ensure a relaxing flight
for your guests. This seating upgrade concept is available exclusively from RUAG Aviation in partnership with ACH and M&R
associates design.

Relax under a bright sky at 30000 feet.
Experience the power of lighting and its ability to
influence passenger comfort throughout the
entire flight.
This unique illuminated headliner concept features state-of-the-art
lighting technology with a new invisible light source integrated into
the aircraft ceiling. The final effect is a clean, minimalistic modern
look offering various options for promoting peaceful relaxation on
board your aircraft.

As far as creativity is concerned, design options are endless. RUAG
Aviation’s modification team can customise the lighting pattern
according to your preferences: from a company logo to a seamless
modern line pattern, or even a blue sky with personalised constellations. This solution is offered exclusively by RUAG Aviation in
partnership with Brochier Technologies and AIP.

Selecting the “on” function for this elegant lighting concept
spreads the light evenly through the headliner surface. Using a predesigned pattern, a comfortable atmosphere is created inside the
aircraft and the space concept is augmented. The intensity can be
adjusted from full bright to full dim, offering a customised environment depending on the desired atmosphere. When selecting the
“off” function, the ceiling looks exactly as it did prior to modification and the technical installation remains invisible.

Your Falcon 7X is also your flying home theatre.
Sophisticated new theatre makes the most of
your time.
The Falcon 7X is a place of business as well as pleasure. To maximize
both your options, RUAG Aviation, in partnership with Catherineau

and Aircad, offers an unique inflight entertainment (IFE) concept featuring a 32" HD monitor with the latest audio and video on demand
(AVOD) technology. This groundbreaking theatre design brings you
an inflight entertainment experience that will go beyond limits and
turns the forward VIP cabin into a luxurious VIP theatre.
This state-of-the-art development, designed by RUAG and its partners, offers a system equipped with a dedicated server offering
AVOD independently of the existing aircraft IFE and CMS systems,
making it a stand-alone installation. The new system, including its
32" monitor, supports all formats of office technologies for presentations as well as video conferencing and virtual office. You can
also choose from the wide scope of virtual applications and be
fully efficient when focusing on business issues.
Including sophisticated engineering and certification to the latest
EASA regulations, a specially designed mechanism deploys the
monitor after take-off and allows passengers to enjoy their favourite
movies as loaded. The monitor is stowed into an elegant compartment design with shape and colour matching the aircraft interior.

Optimizing cabin space and profit options.
Increase the seating capacity of the Falcon 7X
by adding 2 new seats.
Design elements should also contribute to increased profitability,
as well as enhanced passenger comfort. Increasing the seating
capacity with two additional seats will allow your Falcon 7X to
accommodate up to 16 passengers after modification.
This cabin modification offered exclusively by RUAG Aviation, encompasses reinforcing the cabin floor in the mid cabin on the RHS,
as well as installing two new single seats in lieu of an existing credenza or settee. This major modification involves new advanced
engineering concepts and skilled interior design capabilities. Available for installation during a C-check, the RUAG team of dedicated
specialists will deliver the modified cabin certified.

Integrated solutions, minimum downtime.
At RUAG Aviation we provide effective one-stop shop solutions for all your needs.
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